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The Vortex Kaibab HD 18x56 binoculars were created for long-range observation. Huge magnification will allow you to
see even the most distant target up close. The binoculars will also be useful for observing the night sky or ornithology.
High quality optics are provided by glasses made in HD technology. Due to the huge magnification, the binoculars work
best when observing from a tripod or monopod. Optics â€¢ APO lenses - the use of indexed lenses ensures accurate
color reproduction across the entire image spectrum â€¢ HD lenses - the highest quality glass (high density), which is
characterized by very low dispersion, provides great resolution and color saturation â€¢ XR plus lens coating - Vortex
patented multilayer XR plus lens coating further improves light transmission, which in turn ensures excellent image
brightness â€¢ dielectric prism coatings - observe the world in real colors even in difficult lighting conditions â€¢ plasma
tech - the outer part of the lens against scratches and destruction of the anti-reflective coating â€¢ phase coatings for roof
prisms - in binoculars with roof prism it increases the optical resolution and contrast of the seen image Housing â€¢
waterproof - O-ring seals prevent the penetration of moisture, dust and dust, thereby improving the reliability of the
telescope in all conditions â€¢ dew resistance - argon filling prevents dew inside the telescope in a wide temperature
range â€¢ ArmorTek - lens glass in good condition and without scratches for many years; ArmorTek technology is a hard
and scratch-resistant coating that protects the outer lens from accidental damage, oil and dirt Amenities â€¢ rubberized
casing - this type of casing prevents the binoculars from slipping out of your hands, as well as increases its resistance to
mechanical damage â€¢ adjustable eyecups - now whether you wear glasses or don't adjust the eyecup settings to your
needs â€¢ the option of attaching the adapter to the tripod - during long observation the option of placing the binoculars
on a tripod is extremely convenient and useful (tripod adapter available separately) Technical specifications â€¢
magnification: 18x â€¢ lens diameter: 56 mm â€¢ exit pupil diameter: 3.1 mm â€¢ exit pupil offset: 16.4 mm â€¢ eye relief: 60http://teleskopy.pl/product_info.php?products_id=0
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76 mm â€¢ diopter correction: +/- 5 D â€¢ minimum focusing range: 7 meters â€¢ field of view: 64.7 m / 1000 m / 3.7 ° â€¢
twilight efficiency: 31.7 â€¢ water resistance: yes â€¢ filling with argon â€¢ included: neck strap, optics cleaning cloth, holster,
optics caps â€¢ width: 145 mm â€¢ length: 196 mm â€¢ weight: 1233 g Warranty lifetime manufacturer's warranty (Vortex
VIP Warranty)
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